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Inter Boys 2018
New Activities Reign Supreme
In our second week at Kenwal, the Inter Boys group continued to show their love for camp as they played hard, had lots fun,
and got more exposure with new camp activities. After having experiences at every camp game or program, we recently
opened up our schedule to allow the campers to make their own decisions about what activity they will choose to participate
in. The boys took to the change well and we look forward to more and more exciting days ahead!
Particular mention needs to go to an activity that our boys have never had the chance to participate in before, but have
thoroughly enjoyed to this point. I'm talking about mountain biking. Kenwal has a large dirt biking course that winds
through the woods. The boys have an opportunity to try a variety of bicycles, and they are having a great time. Another
popular activity is snow tubing. This large slide begins high on the hill near nature class, takes the boys on a high speed
adventure on their Kenwal inner tubes, and drops them off just outside the water park. Exhilerating!
This week included Cheer Day where the boys showed off their vocal cords shouting the Inter Boys Cheer on the camp
speaker system. We also all enjoyed the Petland Pet Show on Tuesday, as we got to hold and pet a variety of animals. On
Friday we enjoyed Mix and Match Day and the DJ.
Next week, we are looking forward to Tie Dye Tuesday where we can all wear tie dyed shirts. We'll also see the Extreme
Magic of Eric Wilzig on Thursday. On Friday we will all wear Silly Socks to camp, but we will also take our first scheduled
trip to Adventureland. The boys are definitely looking forward to that. I'd also like to inform you that the Inter Boys'
Visiting Day will take place on Tuesday July 17 between 10:10 am and 11:40 am. During that time, you'll see your sons take
part in a fun activity as well as have their instructional swim period. I'm looking forward to meeting you!
I want to remind you all that you can see all of our great pictures on www.kenwaldaycamp.com and catch us having fun during
the day! Our password is ‘kenwalfun’! You can also find lots of pictures and videos if you like the Kenwal Day Camp Facebook
page. See you next week back at camp and enjoy your weekend!
-Your Group Leader, Chris Monaco
Your 2018 Inter Boys Counselors:
Noah Fox
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Alex Siegel
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